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Summary
The energy survey of the ICA supermarket shows that the total amount of energy used annually
is 3732.7 MWh. 30% of the total energy used goes to the production and also that the other 70% are
used for support. Both support and production processes can be optimised.
Six different energy saving measures were studied:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Installation of sub-coolers on the positive central refrigerating plant
Installation of a floating High Pressure (HP) on the positive central refrigerating plants
Installation of INVERTERS on the compressors of the cooling and freezing plants
Change the schedule of the lights for the sales area
Change some current lights in the sales area to less powerful
Change of electrical boiler system to a District Heating

After doing the heat balance I notice that the cooling and freezing refrigerating plants were
responsible of 25% of the total electrical consumption, I purpose to install sub-coolers on the liquid
refrigerant loop of the cooling refrigerating plant to increase the efficiency of the plant. I also
purpose to install a floating high pressure on the cooling refrigerating plant and to finish installing
inverters on both cooling and freezing refrigerating plants. These three measures permit to save 7%
of the total electricity used in one year.
More, the electricity used in support process should be decreased. The consumption for
lighting represents 19.5% of the total electricity used. To reduce it I purpose to change some lights in
the sales area to less powerful and to organise an asymmetric lighting. I also purpose to change the
schedule for the lights located in the sales area. These measures permit to save 5% of the total
electricity used.
Currently electrical boiler is not the best solution to heat a building because we produce heat
and of course waste heat to produce electricity to after that re-uses this electricity to produce this
same heat. It creates a problem of efficiency. So for environmental and economical reasons it is
better to use directly this waste heat via the district heating network. It would not permit to the
supermarket to save energy directly but indirectly. It permits to save money. Technically it will
permit to save 16% of the total electricity used.
Fortunately these measures are additive.
Notice also that all the calculations for the electricity saving have been done with a certain
amount of assumptions and that you have to take it as an order of idea more than real values.
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1. Introduction
As everybody knows, the communication cord has already been pull relating to the overconsumption of energy and its consequences on our climate. Currently the concentration in CO2equivalent is about 380 ppm. To avoid it to grow over 400 ppm and to generate an increase of the
temperature of 2K we have to decrease our consumption of energy [1].

It is important to target the areas that consume the most. The energy used in Building
represents between 20% to 40% of the total energy used. More, this consumption is still growing,
1.1% per year in the developed countries and 3.2% in the developing countries [2].

As an example of developing countries we have Brazil. One study shows that 42% of the total
electricity was used for building and in 1994 appeared a new tendency. For the first time the
electrical consumption grow in commercial building (+ 5.4%) top the grow in the residential building
(+ 4.3%) [3] because the economic development induces a development of the purchase power and
consequently creates an expansion of the current shopping centres and the opening of new one. And
finally when the countries like Japan, West Europe or North America are said to be developed the
repartition changes. In Hong Kong 60% of the total electricity used is used for commercial building
[4]. In Europe Union one third of the total electricity used in building is used for commercial building
[5]. In the United States of America, between 1950 and 2006 the energy used in commercial building
increased of 2.8% per year although the overall consumption only increased of 1.9% per year. Finally,
currently, in the USA, commercial buildings are responsible of 18% of the greenhouse gas emission
[6].

That is why, in order to follow the Kyoto protocol, governments decided to act. Among all the
measures, one was to increase the efficiency of the systems. In Europe Union, since January 2006 all
the member states have the obligation to purpose a minimum energy efficiency standard and a
system of certification [7] [8]. The form of the measures depends of the countries; it can have the
form of promoting the environmental initiative like in France with the ADAME of the form of green
procurements like in Sweden [9]. In Japan, the Energy Efficiency Office (EEO) purposes a code for the
energy efficiency in building. In commercial buildings have to be improved the following categories
represented on the graph [10].
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Graph 1: Example of energy breakdown in a commercial building in JAPAN

In Brazil, the aim of the Brazilian Electricity Conservation Program (PROCEL), with the help of
energy service companies (ESCOs) is to improve the end-use efficiency [3]

In the USA, projects that improve the energy efficiency in existing buildings have been
involved with financing of energy efficiency investments and performance done through an ESCO has
been used in the financing of energy efficiency projects. It permits to reduce the price of new
technologies in order to encourage their use [5].

The CBES conducted by the US Department of Energy shows that in commercial building, the
most important electricity consumers are the food service and food sales buildings [11]. It is exactly
this case of building that we will study in the following paper.

In this food sales building, supermarket in our case the energy used can be divided in the
following systems [12].

Graph 2: Example of energy breakdown in a Supermarket in United Kingdom

In the following paper we will tried to improve these to realise this kind of energy breakdown
and then we will try to improve these systems in order to reach the performance of the new
supermarket built in Canada with the North American and Canadian program called LEED (Leadership
in Energy and Environmental Design) [13].
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This supermarket is located in Gävle, 160 kilometres in the North West of Stockholm, the
capital of Sweden with 68 700 inhabitants. The average temperature in winter is about -5°C. The total
area of the shop is about 8720 m². The supermarket employs about 140 persons. The shop is open all
the year excepted on Christmas.

Figure 1: Map of Sweden

The supermarket works with four ovens used in the butchery and in the bakery. But it also
used one positive central refrigerating plant composed of four compressors and also one negative
central refrigerating plant composed of three compressors to purchase the cold production for the
conservation of the perishable food products.

First it is going to be discussed the objectives and limitations of this study, and then I am
going to talk about the method I have used. After that a description of the installations, energy
survey and energy saving results are presented. Finally the all work is discussed. All the calculations
could be found in the appendix.

The main problem of this company is located in the support process. In fact in the heating
process uses electricity, the lighting of the sales can be modified. In the production process, the
cooling and freezing systems can be improved and finally a lot of electricity can also be saved.

13
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2. Objective and limitations
The objective is to do an energy survey as good as possible to carry out the best optimisation.
To do it the monthly bills for all the year and also several measures of electricity were available. After
having done a global estimation of all the energy used it will be possible to propose some solutions
to improve the efficiency of different process and also to decrease the energy consumption.

The project is limited to the supermarket ICA Gävle; the building and the elements inside the
building were taken into account and the energy input is 100% of electricity.

15
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3. Method
In this work a top-down approach was taken. This means that first and foremost the total top
energy consumption was found out, electricity consumption. This was done with the help of the
energy bills (electricity) that we had access to. After this, more detailed picture was studied, thus,
showing which components were responsible of the total energy consumption. This was carried out
dividing the electricity demand of different appliances into two main processes: support processes
and production processes. The first ones are processes needed to operate the supermarket but are
not directly connected with the production while the latter ones are used to prepare and conserve
the food products. This means that only the energy of production processes are part of the real
energy demand for producing the product. Then, these two main groups were decomposed into unit
processes.

To sum up, the energy demand of every unit process is responsible of the energy demand of
production and support processes which, in turn, are responsible of the total energy demand.

In order to carry out the study, information about the factory was given (maps, electricity
consumption, number of workers, working timetable, etc.). This data was appropriately used to carry
out the energy survey and propose energy saving measures. Aside from this, other sources of
information were used: technician of the technical service of the supermarket, colleague working for
a central refrigerating plant installers company (information about cooling and freezing plants), and
other literature and internet sources that can be consulted in references.
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4. Results
4.1. Description of the installations
4.1.1. The positive central refrigerating plant
Before all this system is an indirect refrigerating system, it means that the cold is transported
trough a secondary loop.

Figure 2: Details of the positive central refrigerating plant

This plant is composed of four compressors Bitzer 6F-40.2Y-40P of 40.2 horse power each
spotted by the letter A on the previous draw. The denomination Y indicates that the refrigerant is
R404A and the number six indicates the number of cylinders. The number of compressor working
depends on the cooling power needed. Usually, they work two per two.

Each compressor has its own water-cooled plate condenser spotted per the letter B. The
kinds of condensers have two functions. The first one is to condensate the refrigerant and the second
one is to permit to recover heat exhausted during the phase change in order to use it for the space
heating via the “intermediate space heating water” loop in orange on the draw. The refrigerant exits
the condenser in its high pressure and liquid state sawn in yellow on the draw.
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To produce cold, the pressure of the refrigerant must be reduced with an expansion valve
spotted by the letter C and evaporated via exchangers (letter D). Each compressor has its own
expansion valve and its own plate exchanger as evaporator. The cold is exchanged between the
refrigerant loop and the “water +glycol” loop and then the refrigerant return to the compressor in its
low pressure and vapor state.

Evaporator
Condenser

Expansion valve

Compressor
Figure 3: A compressor of the positive central refrigerating plant and its elements

4.1.2.The negative central refrigerating plant

Figure 4: Details of the negative central refrigerating plant
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The negative central refrigerating plant is a little bit more elaborated. It is composed of three
compressors Bitzer 6J–22.2Y, compressor of six cylinders (letter E) working with the refrigerant
R404A. Each compressor also has its own water-cooled plate condenser (letter F) but compared to
the previous system the refrigerant does not directly go to the expansion valve.

There is a so called liquid sub cooler (letter G). This
exchanger permits to reduce the temperature of the
refrigerant in its liquid state just before the expansion valve
and the evaporator in order to increase the efficiency of the
system. The exchange is done between the refrigerant loop
(color yellow on the draw) and the back positive cold
secondary loop (color dark blue on the draw).
Figure 5: A sub-cooler on the negative plant

Then the pressure is decreased with the expansion valves and the refrigerant is evaporated in
the chiller. A chiller is a kind of tube on sheet evaporator (letter H) able to support very high
pressure. In this case the secondary refrigerant is the CO2 (sky blue on the draw). This loop is used
for the frozen food cabinet located in the shop and also for the negative cold room. The exchange is
done via forced convection air cooler.

It is possible to see on this picture on the left the three
expansion valves circled in red. It is also notable that a chiller is very
isolated in order to avoid the formation of ice.

Figure 6: Expansion valves on the Chiller
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4.1.3.The air conditioning plant

Figure 7: Simplified representation of the air conditioning plant

The air conditioning plant is powered by three
compressors Bitzer 6F-50.2Y (letter N). The utilization of
each compressor depends on the cooling demand so in
parallel depends on the outside temperature. The
compressor compresses the refrigerant R404A to its high
working pressure and then it is condensed in a shell-andtube condenser, one for each compressor (letter O)
Figure 8: Compressors of the air conditioning plant

After that the pressure of the refrigerant is decreased via the expansion valve (letter P) and it
is evaporated in a chiller. This chiller and the chiller used in the negative central refrigerating plant
are different. For the air conditioning plant it is necessary to cool the secondary refrigerant (in this
case water) to 10°C. For the negative central refrigerating plant the CO2 is cooled until - 38°C.
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Then the secondary refrigerant is taken to a forced convection air cooler located in the
ventilation plant.

Expansion
valve

Chiller

Shell-and-tube
condenser

Figure 9: Components of the air conditioning plant

The air conditioning plant is logically used in summer,
and of course the heating plant is not used in summer. That is
why the heat of the shell-and-tube condenser does not need to
recovered. But these extra calories need to be evacuated. This is
done via an external forced convection exchanger visible on the
right (letter S on the draw).
Figure 10: External forced convection
exchanger

4.1.4. The space heating plant
This plant is composed of two different parts, the network of exchangers to recover the
waste heat of the cooling and freezing plants and the electrical boiler as a complement.
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Three ways valve

Figure 11: Simplified representation of the heating plant

This plant is composed of three independent water loops.

The first in orange on the draw permits, via the plate condensers, to recover the heat
exhausted during the condensation of the refrigerant R404A for both cooling and freezing systems.
This loop does not directly exchange its calories with the plate exchanger of the boiler (letter K on
the draw) for security reasons. As it has been written previously the orange loop exchanges with the
condenser so it means that the exchange is directly done with the refrigerant R404A. Yet like all the
HFC, the R404 is toxic in the air, so in order to avoid risk of leakages and of spread in all the building
via the ventilation, the law requires an intermediate loop. This loop is drawn in red on the previous
draw.
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A plate exchanger (letter I on the draw) is here to exchange the calories between the loop
directly connected with the condensers and the other loop directly connected to the plate exchanger
in the boiler.

This second loop drawn in purple on the draw
is directly connected to the forced convection air
heater located in the ventilation. The back water
(“cold water”) of this purple loop arrives from the
forced convection air heater and it will be preheated
via the exchanger K thanks’ to the calories of the
waste heat of the cooling and freezing plants. When
the outlet temperature after the exchanger K is not
enough high, the water of the purple loop needs to be
heated more in the electrical boiler with heating
resistance. This boiler is visible on the right.
Figure 12: Electrical boiler

The back part of the orange loop
(after the exchange with the exchanger I
on the draw) needs to decrease to a
certain temperature called temperature of
condensation of the refrigerant. In
summer there is not any problem because
all this heat waste is totally exchanged
with the exchanger I because this heat is
100% used for the space heating. But in
summer this system of heat recovering is
not used because the building is not
heated. So to evacuate all this heat during
the hot season the system includes an
external forced convection exchanger
located on the roof of the building the
picture on the left shows it.
Figure 13: External forced convection exchanger

The element which permits the repartition
between this external exchanger and the heat recovering
loop is a three ways valve circled in clear green on the
draw. It permits always to have the good condensation
temperature.
Figure 14: Three ways valve
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4.1.5.The ventilation plant

Figure 15: Simplified representation of the ventilation plant

This ventilation plant is a very good one. It permits to heat, to cool and to change the air
inside the building. It also permits to recover the calories of the out flow.

During the cold season the ventilation plant permits
to heat the air of the building via a forced convection air
heater located in the installation (letter M on the draw)
which heats the inflow. The exchange is done between the
purple loop and the air. The inflow is powered by big fans as
visible on the right.
Figure 16: A fan and its motor in the
ventilation plant
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To finish, represented in black on the draw there is a very big rotational
exchanger. It permits in the cold season to recover the calories of the outflow
when the air is changed and to give them to the inflow. There is a picture of this
exchanger on the left.

Figure 17: Rotational
exchanger

During the hot season the exchange is made between the water of the air conditioning plant
and the inlet flow via a forced air convection air cooler (letter R on the draw). The loop drawn in dark
green represents the cold water.

The ventilation is totally programmed and regulated via a computer;
thanks’ to this computer it is possible to know that the exchange flow was
16 m3/s, that the air was change every 240 minutes, that the ventilation in
the butchery and the bakery is in forced operation during 600 minutes and
also that in some rooms the air was changed every 120 minutes.

Figure 18: Computer of
regulation

4.2. The energy survey
4.2.1. Summary about the given data
The given data are the detailed consumption for all the year, hour by hour.
In the end, by comparing the given data with the results of the energy survey it will permit to see if
the calculations and the assumptions are close from the true.

The brut data are very difficult to exploit because of the amount of values.
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annual consumption
590.00
540.00
490.00
440.00
390.00
340.00
290.00
240.00
190.00
1

344 687 1030 1373 1716 2059 2402 2745 3088 3431 3774 4117 4460 4803 5146 5489 5832 6175 6518 6861 7204 7547 7890 8233 8576

Graph 3: Electrical consumption during one year

In order to simplify them it was better to sum the hours to obtain a result day per day, the
same to obtain data week per week and to finish month per month.
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Table 1: Electrical consumption during one year

By taking one week for each month (in yellow in the previous table), this week is like a week
test. Several graphs can be done in order to show the evolution of the daily consumption all along
the week for each month, to compare the weekly consumption for each month, to compare the daily
consumption during one week for each month. It will permit to show the difference for each season
and the difference between the days of the week and the days of the week end.
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Consumption one week in january

Consumption one week in february
590.00

540.00
490.00

Monday january 7th
Tuesday january 8th
Wensday january 9th
Thursday january 10th
Friday january 11th
Saturday january 12th
Sunday january 13th

440.00
390.00
340.00
290.00
240.00

energy purchased [kWh]

energy purchased [kWh]

590.00

190.00

540.00
490.00

Monday february 11th
Tuesday february 12th
Wensday february 13th
Thursday february 14th
Friday february 15th
Saturday february 16th
Sunday february 17th

440.00
390.00
340.00
290.00
240.00
190.00

1

3

5

7

9

11

13

15

17

19

21

23

1

3

5

7

9

11

hours

15

17

19

21

23

hours

Consumption one week in march

Consumption one week in april
590.00

540.00
490.00

Monday march 10th
Tuesday march 11th
Wensday march 12th
Thursday march 13th
Friday march 14th
Saturday march 15th
Sunday march 16th

440.00
390.00
340.00
290.00
240.00
190.00

energy purchased [kWh]

590.00

energy purchased [kWh]
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540.00
490.00

Monday april 14th
Tuesday april 15th
Wensday april 16th
Thursday april 17th
Friday april 18th
Saturday april 19th
Sunday april 20th

440.00
390.00
340.00
290.00
240.00
190.00

1

3

5

7

9

11

13

hours

15

17

19

21

23

1

3

5

7

9

11

13

hours

15

17

19

21

23
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Consumption one week in may

Consumption one week in june
590.00

540.00
490.00

Monday may 12th
Tuesday may 13th
Wensday may 14th
Thursday may 15th
Friday may 16th
Saturday may 17th
Sunday may 18th

440.00
390.00
340.00
290.00
240.00

energy purchased [kWh]

energy purchased [kWh]

590.00

190.00

540.00
490.00

Monday june 16th
Tuesday june 17th
Wensday june 18th
Thursday june 19th
Friday june 20th
Saturday june 21st
Sunday june 22nd

440.00
390.00
340.00
290.00
240.00
190.00

1

3

5

7

9

11

13

15

17

19

21

23

1

3

5

7

9

hours

13

15

17

19

21

23

hours

Consumption one week in july

Consumption one week in august

590.00

590.00

540.00
490.00

Monday july 14th
Tuesday july 15th
Wensday july 16th
Thursday july 17th
Friday july 18th
Saturday july 19th
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Graph 4: Evolution of the weekly electrical consumption every month during one year
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Comparison of the daily consumption one week per month
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Graph 5: Comparison of the daily consumption one week per month

As it is visible on the previous graph the consumption is quite similar every day, with maybe
a smaller value for the Sundays, day seven on the graph.
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one test week per month for a year
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Graph 6: Comparison of the weekly electrical consumption for each month during one year

The previous graph shows that the week consumption for each month follows more or less
the form of the following annual monthly consumption. With a reduction of the consumption in
summer and spring compared to winter.
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Monthly annual consumption
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Graph 7: Comparison of the monthly electrical consumption during one year

This graph shows that the consumption of February is quite low, but it is only because the
month of February has only 28 days. The high value for July and August are due to the consumption
for air conditioning.

In order to see the peaks of consumption for each month on the same graph and the non
working days we can study the following graph.
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Comparison of the daily consumption for each month
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Graph 8: Daily consumption, month per month during one year

The previous graph confirms that the Super Market is closed for Christmas day and shows
that the main three peaks are in December, January and July. The winter peaks are due to the
energy used for heating and the one of summer is due to the energy used for cooling and air
conditioning.

Consumption [Wh]
january
313428.2
february
286249.2
march
303389.60
april
284483.60
mai
286604.6
june
281292.8
july
298354.4
august
291719.4
september
281245.2
october
299679
november
304693.20
december
313126.6
TOTAL
3544265.8
Table 2: Monthly electrical consumption
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After that can be done the energy survey of the ICA maxi and it will be important to find the
monthly consumption the closer from the reality and at least an annual consumption close to 3.6
GWh as shown on the previous table.

4.2.2. Division into unit process
The energy (electricity and heat recovered) is consumed by the next appliances:
Electricity
Air curtains
Bakery ovens
Butchery ovens
Cooling plant
Freezing plant
Domestic hot tap water
Office ventilation
Production and sales area facilities ventilation
Space heating
Air conditioning
Production and sales area facilities lighting
Office equipment and lighting

Heat recovering
Space heating

Table 3: Energy demanding appliances

This use of energy was divided into the following unit processes:
Type

Unit process
Lighting and equipment

Support
Processes

Production
Processes

Ventilation
Space heating + Domestic
hot water
Heating
Cooling and freezing

Components
Production and sales area facilities lighting, Office
equipment and lighting
Production and sales area facilities ventilation, Office
ventilation, Air curtains
Electrical boiler, Resistance of the hot tap water tank
Butchery and bakery ovens
Negative and positive central refrigerating plants,
plug-in cooling and freezing

Table 4: Division of energy demanding components into unit processes
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4.2.3. The production process
4.2.3.1. The cooling and freezing process

The centralized cooling and freezing process:

It was also possible to calculate the electricity used for this process directly thanks to the
time counters installed for each compressor and also thanks’ to the measures already done for the
power input of both kinds of compressors.

Usually cooling and freezing process always represent
an important of the total electricity used in a supermarket. In
this case the electricity used for this represents 25% of the total
electricity used with 879 MWh. 25% of the electricity of this
process is for freezing and the others 75% are for cooling. This
repartition seams to be correct because the cooling plants are
always more used that the freezing one and, more the input
power of a cooling compressor is 35% more important than the
input power of a freezing compressor. But these seven years
plants can be improved. It will be discussed later.
Figure 19: Negative central refrigerating plant
The plug-in cooling and freezing process:

To highlight the products with a price reduction, ICA maxi used another kind of independent
horizontal refrigerated display cabinet. They can not be connected to the cooling or freezing loop
that is why they need to be plug-in. It permits to change their place and to put it everywhere in the
sales area.

ICA owns two positive horizontal refrigerated display cabinets CARRIER with a frigorific
power of 630 W, two NORPE of 1500 W, and one GLOBALIGHT of 860W. Also one positive vertical
refrigerated display cabinet for vegetables and fruits, two negatives horizontal refrigerated display
cabinet for the prawns, and to finish two industrial refrigerators with double doors for the patisserie.
All of them are used all along the year.

The owners of ICA probably lost the technical documentations of their equipments that is
why the electrical consumption of another brand called CALAMEO [14] have been taken with
cabinets with an equivalent frigorific power and equivalent working temperature.
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Compared to the previous cooling and freezing process, this one is derisory. With only 58
MWh per year it represents only 6% of the electricity used for this two processes accumulated.

4.2.3.2. The heating process

For this unit it was unfortunately impossible to do any assumption to
obtain an average consumption in Watt hour. That is why a teacher of the
University of Linköping, Peter Karlsson sent me some measurement tools.
They measured the consumption during 5 days.

Figure 20: Measurement tool

The ovens unit:

After these 5 days these tools were sent back to Linköping and Mister Karlsson used a
computer software to take out the data and then he sent the results in a graphics form and with an
average, a minimum and a maximum. This is explained more deeply in the appendix.

The following graph shows that the use of the ovens is
fragmented all along the day, compared to the hot tap water that
never really stops, the oven works in start and stop. The use
depends on the needs.

Figure 21: Ovens of the butchery
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Graph 9: Consumption of the bakery oven 1 during five days

The following tables shows that the consumption for all the oven represents 3.5% of the
total electricity used in ICA with a total of 130 MWh.

Table 5: Electrical consumption of the ovens
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4.2.4. The support process
4.2.4.1. Lighting and equipment
The lighting process

To obtain the best estimation of the electricity used for lighting, the first thing was to list all
the different kind of lights in the building and to count the amount of each one. Then the power of
each one has been found in the descriptive of the installation, given by the installer to the owner of
the building after the end of the construction.

The second important thing is to know the lighting hours for all the year. The chef of the
shop Magnus WINGES gave all these information. The shop is illuminated between 5 am to 10 pm
except five days a year when the lights are stopped at 6.30 pm in summer and for Christmas because
the super market is closed. Concerning the office it has been assumed the typical open hours,
between 8am to 5pm only from Monday to Friday.

After the calculation the result was that 694 MWh were used for lighting all the building
during one year. In this 694 MWh, 646 MWh are for lighting the sales area. It represents 93% of the
electricity used for lighting. The rest represents the electricity used for lighting the office, butchery,
bakery, cold rooms,…It is of course on the lighting of the sales area that some measures should be
taken to reduce the consumption of electricity.

The office material process

To calculate the electricity used for this first has been done a computer-counting and a
printer-counting in all the building. Then with statistical consumption that found on the internet and
shown in the following graph it was possible to calculate the consumption.
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Table 6: Average consumption of several office equipments

1

The computers are classical central process units with an annual consumption of 174
kWh/year. The screens are LCD screens with a consumption of 58 kWh/year. The printers are laser
printers with an annual consumption of 64 kWh and, not referenced in the previous table, a
photocopier with an estimated annual consumption of 747 kWh 2.

Table 7: Annual consumption for the office equipments

The results of the calculations showed that this part represents anything (only 0.2% of the
total annual electrical consumption) with the 5.5 MWh. That is no measures will be purposed to
decrease it in the next part.

1

Source : www.eu-energystar.org

2

Source : http://energie.wallonie.be/energieplus/CDRom/bureautique/ameliorer/hopital/frames/cbhoprAppareilCopieur.htm
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4.2.4.2. The ventilation process
The ventilation, the air conditioning and air curtains processes:

Table 8: Electrical consumption for the ventilation, cooling and freezing and air curtain calculated with the data from the regulation software

The building has a computer software used to regulate the temperature, the air flow, the humidity and the air quality. This software also has the
property to record the electricity used for the fans’ motors, for all the cooling plants and for the air curtains located in the entry.

In the first table (Ventilation + cool + heat) can be read the monthly accumulated electricity used in each process. So to know the real consumption
per month it is necessary to subtract the value of the considerate month by the value of the previous month. For example the electricity used for the air
curtains in the month of January is:

E january = E january − E december = 470882 − 442543 = 28339 kWh
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The air curtains:

177 MWh of electricity are used for the air curtains in the year. It represents about 5% of the
total electricity used and it can maybe be reduced because this 177MWh are only used in winter in
order to avoid the heat leakages through the two doors of the sales area.

The ventilation process:

There are two different recording sources for the
ventilation. The general for building, this one
works with a regulation and another one only for
the bakery because this one is used with a forced
working all the day to avoid a too important
pollution of the air due to the flour and also to
avoid too important temperatures that could be
caused by the ovens. That is why the global
electricity used for the ventilation is the addiction
of “BAGERI” and “VENTILTIONSEL”.
Figure 22: Ventilation system

The total amount of electricity used for both is 591 MWh in one year. It represents 17% of
the total electricity used by ICA in one year.

The air conditioning process:

The software records the electricity used for both
air conditioning air and cooling and freezing plants. Yet,
now the amount of electricity used by the cooling and
freezing plants is already known. So the electricity used by
the air conditioning plant is the difference between the
“LIVSMEDELSKYLA” and the electricity used for both cooling
and freezing plants.
Figure 23: Air conditioning system

Finally the annual electrical consumption for this process is 350 MWh. It represents 10% of
the total electricity used by ICA in one year.
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4.2.4.3. The domestic hot tap water and space heating processes

The domestic hot tap water process

The method to calculate the electricity used in one year is exactly the same than previously
for the ovens with the same measurement tools.

Graph 10: Consumption of the hot tap water system during five days

Finally after some calculations the result was that the hot tap water plant used only 2% of
the total electricity used in ICA with only 76 MWh in one year.

The heating process

The calculation of the electricity used for the space heating has been treated in last position
because it will be calculated by deduction. Unfortunately neither data on the electrical consumption
of the electrical boiler nor time counter were available.
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So finally the measurements tools have been used in this case too. But the measures have
been done during the first week of April. At this time the cold season is almost finish and the boiler is
not used anymore. It was impossible to do any assumption for electrical consumption of the boiler
for the all cold season with measures done in spring.

More it was almost impossible to do calculations of the heat losses through the building and
the ventilation because any information about the structure of the building has been found.

The only way was to calculate it by deduction. With the given data from Gävle energy the
total electricity used in one year was known. More, the electricity used in all the other processes was
known too. So by doing the difference between the total consumption given by Gävle energy and
the total sum of the electricity already used by the other processes the electricity used for space
heating has been got.

E SPACE HEATING = E total given by Gävle energy − E of

all the other processes

Finally the total electrical consumption obtained was ( 3554 − 2959.8 = 584.5 MWh )
584MWh. It represents 16.5% of the total annual electricity used in ICA in one year.

But this 584.5 MWh of electricity do not represent the total energy used for the space
heating. Indeed as it has been explained in the previous part, the cooling and freezing plants have a
system of heat recovering installed on the condensers. Thanks’ to a software created by the
constructor of the compressors, the company BITZER, it is possible to calculate this amount of heat
recovered.

First of all have to be inputted the working information for both positive and negative
compressors.

For the positive compressors the temperature of condensation is 34.5°C, the temperature of
evaporation is -14°C to obtain a temperature in the second refrigerant loop at
-8°C. The suction gas temperature is -2°C (because of a small layer of ice on the low pressure part of
the compressor) and no sub-cooler. The following results have been obtained.

For the negative compressors the temperature of condensation is 45°C, the temperature of
evaporation is -37°C. The suction gas temperature is -13°C and a sub-cooler to reduce the
temperature of the liquid to 4K.
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Figure 24 : data for a positive compressor in normal conditions
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Figure 25 : data for a negative compressor in normal conditions
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As shown previously the powers input of 29.5 kW for the positive compressors and 10.3 kW
for the negative are the same that the one I found in the installer documentation.

In these results has been got that the condensing capacity for the positive compressors is
101.9 kW and 20.6 kW for the negative.

Unfortunately the totality of this energy can not be totally recovered and used to heat the
water of the space heating loop. During the condensation phase, only the SENSIBLE HEAT exchanges
during the DESUPERHEATED phase can be recovered. It is when the temperature of the refrigerant is
decreased, just before its condensation. The energy exhausted during the desuperheating phase (in
the sensible heat form) is estimated between 15% [22] and 30% of the total condensing capacity. For
the calculations the average of these two percentages has been assumed: 22.5% of the total
condensing capacity.

After the calculation the result is that 178.8 MWh of heat are recovered with all the
condensers. It means a total energy used of 763 MWh of energy to heat the building.

Graph 11: Repartition of the different sources for space heating
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4.2.5. Summary
To finish, the summary of all these results can be found in the following table:

Table 9: Summary of the electricity used in each process

This previous results can also be presented in a Graphic form.

Energy used in unit processes

ventilation

lighting

cooling
heating

air conditioning

Other ovens
air curtain

Bakery ovens
Hot tap water
Cooling (Plugin)

office material

Graph 12: Total electricity used breakdown

The graph shows that the two more energy users are the lighting and the cooling processes
that is why some measures to decrease it will have to be found in the next part.
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After these global results, each result can be presented in its own process:

Table 10: Electricity used classified in unit processes

Repartition in unit process
Support
process
70%
Production
process
30%

Graph 13: Electrical used per process

As presented on the previous graph, the support process uses almost 2.5 times more energy
than the production process.
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4.3. The energy saving
The easiest process to improve is the support process because the installations are less
complex and most of the time easier to modify than in the production process. In this process only
solutions for the lighting installation have been found.

4.3.1.Change of lights and modification of the lighting schedule
As already explained previously, the shop is lighted non stop from 5am to 10pm 359 days a
year and from 5am to 6.30pm 5 days a year. The first aspect of the suggestions is to find a new
schedule for the light. In the laboratory it is difficult to change it because the workers are working
here all the day. In return inside the sales area it is possible to refine the light schedule.

The current schedule is 100% of the neon light
working from 5am to 10pm, but this area is only open to the
customers from 9am to 9pm so from 5am to 9pm and from
9.15pm to 10pm the maximal power is not needed. Currently,
all the neon tubes inside the shop are THORN INDUS XS
composed of two neon tubes of 49W each. The first idea was
to change the neon per more efficient one but finally this
neon where neon called T5 and this neon tubes are already
the more efficient on the market. After that a solution to
replace it per other lights has been tried but to obtain an
equivalent ratio power/luminosity, nothing was better than
the T5 neon tubes [18][19]. So finally the solution of the neon tubes will be saved but will be
modified a little bit.
Figure 26: Neon tubes in the sales area

The neon tubes are installed on lines that cross the sales area and the neon tubes are
symmetric between the different lines. The idea was to change the on line and parallel organization
of 2*49W per an alternative line composed of one 2*36W neon tubes between two lines of 2*49W
neon tubes with an asymmetrical organization in order to avoid the differences of luminosity in the
shop.

Existent

neon tubes 2*49W
neon tubes 2*36W

Figure 27: Representation of an asymmetric lighting

Improvement
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With this improvement a new schedule for the light of the sales area was possible. During
the hours when the shop is not open to the customers it is not useful to light with 100% of the light.
The suggestion is to light only with the 2*36W neon tubes. This is enough for the workers to put the
products in the sets of shelves and it will permit to save electricity. In return between 9am to
9.15pm 100% of the neon tubes are on, including the 2*49W neon tubes.

The halogen spotlights also consume a lot of electricity. Different solutions have been
tried to replace them by systems using less electricity and producing the same luminosity.
The installed bulbs in the spotlight are PHILIPS MASTER color CDM-T 70W and these kinds of
bulbs are delivering 6600 lumens for 70W.
Figure 28: Spotlight bulb

Figure 29:
Fluocompact bulb

First, the solution of the new fluocompact bulbs has been tried but the
luminosity of these one is not enough high the more powerful we can found on the
market used 42W but they only deliver 3200 lumens [18] but the problem is that
for an equivalent luminosity, two bulbs like this were necessary and the electricity
used was more important, 84W instead of 70W. This solution was not interesting.

Then the solution of the LED technology has been thought. First of
all it is very difficult to find this kind of light for very high power. It is only
used for small applications. Only one was able to deliver 6000 lumens [20]
but the power used by this spotlight was 80W instead of 70W. So this
solution was not good and more, the LED technology is not ready for this
kind of usage, it still need to be improved (the light close to a blue light is
very disagreeable and the price are unbelievable, 7224 SEK for a 80W
Figure 30: LED spotlight
spotlight)

In fact the spotlights installed are already very efficient and it is not possible to find
something better for the moment. In the sales area the presence of this spot is only useful from a
commercial point of view (in order to highlight the products) because from a technical point of view
the light delivered per the neon tubes is enough.

In return the electricity used per these spotlights can be reduced only by using it during the
open hours of the sales area (between 9am to 9.15pm) because currently these light were used
between 5am to 10pm.

This kind of modification of the schedule has been done for all the light located in the
sales area.
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Table 11: Current annual electrical consumption for lighting

Table 12: Predicted annual electrical consumption for lighting after the measures

Finally the total amount of 191.14MWh can be saved only on the lighting process, it represent 27.5% of electricity saved in this process and 5% of
the total electricity used.
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4.3.2.Instillation of a floating high pressure (HP)
It was also possible to find some solutions for the production process and especially for the
cooling and freezing system. The current temperature of condensation is constant all along the year
at 34.5°C for the positive cooling and at 45°C for the negative cooling. But by installing floating HP
(High Pressure) it will permit to decrease the temperature of condensation of the refrigerant. In
winter it is not possible to change this temperature of condensation because the heat of the
condensers is used for the space heating. In summer all these extra calories are released in the
nature through the outdoor exchanger that is why in this case a floating HP can be installed.

To obtain a floating HP a regulation is done with a pressure transducer,
taking into account a minimal pressure acceptable and a minimal ΔT for the
condenser. The regulation will be done via a PID (Proportional integral
derivative) controller to control the refrigeration levels in the refrigerating
cabinets. But with this systems the difference of pressure ΔP between the liquid
HP and the vapor BP will decrease until 3 or 4 bars. The problem is that the
current expansion valves can only admit a ΔP of 9 or 10 bars so in order to avoid
a pumping phenomenon these expansion valves will have to be replaced by new
electric expansion valves.

Figure 31 : electric
expansion valve
(http://goldair.win.
mofcom.gov.cn)

The electricity saved can be estimated with the software BITZER. The objective of a floating
HP is to reduce the temperature of condensation. For the simulation it will be reduced to 25°C for
positive and to 35°C for the negative compressors. The other parameters will be similar to the
current working conditions (For the positive compressors: temperature of evaporation -14°C, no subcooler and a suction temperature of -2°C. For the negative compressors: temperature of evaporation
-37°C, sub-cooling at 4K and a suction temperature of -13°C).
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Figure 32 : Positive compressor with a floating High Pressure (HP)
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Figure 33 : Negative compressor with a floating HP
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It will permit to decrease the power input of the positive compressors from 29.5kW to
26.4kW and from 10.32 kW to 10.27 kW for the negative plant. The conclusion is that this measure is
interesting only for the cooling plant but not for the negative. For the calculations will only be taken
into account the installation of a floating HP on the positive plant.

Finally 41.8 MWh of electricity will be saved only for the six months when the heat
recovering is not used. It represents an economy of 4.8% compared to the initial 878.7 MWh used for
cooling and freezing.

4.3.3.Installation of sub-coolers

More if in parallel of the floating HP is installed a plate sub-cooler on
each positive compressor (because the negative already have one each) it will
then permit to gain cooling capacity.

Figure 34 : plate subcooler (www.ebay.fr)

This plate exchanger should be installed between the condenser and the evaporator. It will
exchange calories between the liquid refrigerant loop and the back secondary refrigerant loop (water
+ glycol) in order to cool the R404 in its liquid state just before its evaporation.

To be sure that the positive cooling plant will be enough powerful
to supply the four new sub-coolers, three new hermetic doors could be
installed in the two positive cold rooms used for the butchery instead of
the current non insolated folding doors.
Figure 35 : hermetic cold room
door (www.directindusty.fr)

For the simulation the same data than for the previous one will be kept (also the
condensation temperature at 25°C) but a sub-cooler with a difference of temperature ΔT=2K for the
refrigerant R404 in its liquid state will be included.
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Figure 36 : Positive compressor only with a sub-cooler at ΔT=2K
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Figure 37 : Positive compressor with a floating HP and a sub-cooler at ΔT=2K
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The installation of sub-coolers only permits to increase the cooling capacity from 72.3 kW to
74.3 kW (cooling capacity on the previous figure 35) per compressor during winter when the heat
recovering system works.

In the hot season, when the heat recovering system is not working, BOTH the sub-coolers
and the floating HP can be used. It permits to increase the cooling capacity from 72.3 kW to 87.7 kW
(figure 36).

The grey area on the following table represents the current system where the cooling
capacity is constant all along the year. The pink area represents the new installation with a variable
cooling capacity all along the year.

Both systems will permit to gain 225.4 frigorific MWh for one year on the positive plant. This
gain would permit to save about 67.9 electric MWh. If this value is added to the 41.8 MWh directly
saved via modification of the power input with the floating HP, a total gain of 109.7 electric MWh will
be obtained, 12.5% of the initial 878.7 MWh.
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Table 13: Electricity saved in the cooling and freezing process for one year

The lines in grey represent the current system without sub-cooling and without floating HP
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4.3.4.Installation of inverters
The last suggestion to decrease the electricity consumed by the cooling and freezing plants is
to install SPEED MODULATOR or “INVERTER” on the electric engine of the compressors. The
economy of electricity is very difficult to quantify.

The current control works in STOP and GO, this system creates a fluctuation of the
temperature at the evaporator and is also responsible of a bad efficiency of the compressors.

Temperature (°C)

Speed
variation

Time

Time
Graph 14: Attitude of a compressor without inverter

A compressor with a system of speed variation will be able to compress a variable volume of
fluid and then to adapt the cooling capacity to the cooling demand. It permits to the compressor to
work until an intensity of 60Hz and for the positive plant, it will increase the cooling capacity of the
compressors from 72.3 frigorific kW to 103.3 (figure 37) frigorific kW (increase of 27%). This system
of regulation is called INVERTER; it permits a variation of the speed of the compressor without
changing its efficiency.

Temperature (°C)

Speed
variation

Time

Time
Graph 15: Attitude of a compressor with an inverter
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More, the start of a compressor with the inverter system is always done at low speed
contrary to a stop and go system. Then, the electricity peak necessary for the start of the
compressor significantly decreased.

More, as visible on the previous graph, the inverter regulation permits to refine the
temperature of evaporation and in parallel the working temperatures. In many case, when the need
of cold is only superior to some watts to what a compressor can purchase, another one starts. But
thanks’ to this regulation, this small need will be purchased by increasing the speed of the working
compressor to increase its cooling capacity and finally no more compressor will need to be started
and the system can wait the next start cycle. So finally it will permit to save the electricity needed by
another compressor and also the peak of the start.

The electricity saved with an inverter regulation is close to 15%

Finally taking into account all the measures for the cooling and freezing plants it would
permit to save 27.5% of the initial 878.7 MWh of electricity (241MWh) and 7% of the total
electricity used.
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Figure 38 : Positive compressor with a floating HP and a sub-cooler at ΔT=2K and an intensity of 60Hz
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4.3.5.Change of electrical boiler to district heating
Taking into account the electricity used for heating the building, 579 MWh it is almost
impossible to reduce it because the current ventilation is one of the best products available on the
market with its rotational exchanger. But these 579 MWh of electricity could be replaced by 579
MWh purchased by DISTRICT HEATING. This solution need to be discussed with Gävle energy to
evaluate the time for the pay back. It could be interesting because the power plant is very close to
the supermarket and because the cost for 1kWh is cheaper with district heating. Although it is not
directly a reduction of the consumption of energy it could be interesting in a economical point of
view.

4.3.6.Summary
To finish if all the electricity saved with all these measures previously described are added,
998 MWh of electricity can be saved. It represents 28.1% of the initial global consumption of 3554
MWh. It can be summarized with the following table and graph.

Electricity saved

72%

Cooling / Freezing (network)
Lighting

16%

Space heating

5%

7%

Graph 16: Electricity saving breakdown

Table 14: Electricity saved per unit process

non changed
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5. Discussion
The utilization of energy in the studied company is more in support processes, 70% of the
electricity used with 2477 MWh than in production processes, 30% of the total electricity used with
1066 MWh. Therefore, first of all, energy use in support processes seems to be easier to reduce.
These processes are not directly related to the technical functioning of the shop so it can not prevent
its opening. This is the main reason why usually these are the unit processes that are studied first,
and trying to tackle in order to save energy and cost.
After doing the energy survey I realized that most of the current installations are very efficient.
There is a very good ventilation system is a rotational exchanger to recover the heat of the out flow.
There are also heat exchangers on the cooling and freezing plants to recover their waste heat. The
main reason is that the building is only seven years old.
If it does not permit to save energy I found good to purpose to replace the current electrical
boiler per a connection to the district heating network of Gävle Energy to save 16% of the current
total energy used with 578 MWh. Yet, the district heating plant is very close from the supermarket so
maybe that the connection price can be interesting. But to be sure that this solution will be
economically interesting it is important to see which price Gävle energy can purpose to calculate the
payback of the connection to the network.
For the lighting I did the same deduction, the current neon tubes (T5) are the most efficient
lights on the market. So I keep this technology but by reducing the power of 50% of them we can
save electricity and money because the less powerful they are the cheaper they are. More, an
asymmetric lighting would avoid to feel the different level of illumination.
The use of electricity during non closing time is also interesting to remark. With the current
system of regulation for the light system I think it could be very easy to reduce the consumption of
electricity, at least from 5% of the current total electricity used, it means 178 MWh.
Other measures that might be helpful are the installation of floating HP and inverters on both
cooling and freezing plants and sub-coolers on the cooling plants. Yet, these two plants are always
the mains electricity consumers in the supermarkets, in this case it uses 25% of the total electricity
used with 879 MWh. Now it exist these solutions to decrease the current consumption of electricity
to 242 MWh (about 7% of the total electricity used) without changing all the existent installation. The
calculation I did are theoretical, it can give you a good order of idea but to have the exact value of
the electricity you can save you need to consult your installer.
The cooling and freezing installation would be more efficient with a direct refrigerating system.
The problem is that it means a network composed of 100% of refrigerant R404 instead of the current
CO2 or “Water-Glycol” and as all the HFC the R404 is very polluting. Sometimes it is very difficult to
find a good compromise between efficient and environmentally friendly systems.
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In regards of the calculations and assumptions that were made it should be highlighted few data
that was available. As a consequence several estimations and assumptions were made which could
lead in some errors. Even though the answer from the technician, there were some areas where the
lack of information was rather important (Space heating, air conditioning, and exterior lighting).
I also maybe miss some information on the technical documentation of the installation because
all of them were in Swedish and unfortunately I do not speak but I did my best with my dictionary.
Other confusing area, to calculate the space heating electrical consumption, I deduct it by doing
the difference between the total electricity used in one year given by Gävle energy and the sum of all
the other unit process. It means that if I forgot some equipment the value for the space heating will
not be exactly true. One thing is sure, if I did a mistake, the value of electricity for space heating will
be lower.
More, for all my survey I admitted that the electrical consumptions given per the software (for
cooling and freezing, ventilation and air curtain) were true.
For the lighting of the sales area, a lot of spotlights are used in addiction of the neon tubes.
Technically they are not useful but commercially they are. In order to highlight the products this kind
of lights are very useful and a survey need to take into account what the owner really need. That is
why I keep these lights.
For the energy saving I tried to purpose only realizable measures. Kind of measures which
permit to keep the maximum of the existent installations in order to realize modifications with the
lowest cost to decrease the paying off time.
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7. Appendix
Appendix A: Energy survey
A.1. The production process

The cooling and freezing process

Table 15: Electricity used per the cooling and freezing plants

This cooling installation had the property to admit of time counter for each compressor.
More, by reading the descriptive of the installations I saw that just after starting the system, the
company did power input measures for each compressors. The results were 29.4 kW for the positive
and 10.3 for the negative. So finally, I knew that the cooling machine had been started the 13th of
April 2002. The 13th of April 2009 I took the working hours for each
compressor, exactly seven years after the start. So by dividing it by
seven I had the working ours for one year. And by multiplying the
number of hours for each compressor per its power I had the exact
consumption for each compressor during one year.
Figure 39: Time counters of the
compressors

It is important to note that I separated the need of cooling between summer and winter. I
assumed that we used 40% of the total energy for cooling in the cold season and the other 60% in
the hot season.
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Table 16: Electricity used for the cooling plug-in

To calculate the electrical consumption of the independent horizontal refrigerated display
cabinet I took the daily consumption on the following Calaméo catalog:

To replace the vertical refrigerated display cabinet for vegetables and fruits I chose the
model GEMMA 30 with a consumption 17.5 kWh/24h. To replace the two negatives horizontal
refrigerated display cabinet for the prawns I took the model GLOBO 200 CSV with a daily
consumption of 4.6 kWh. To replace the two horizontal refrigerated display cabinets CARRIER I chose
the model SVABALIGHT 150P with 18.2 kWh/24h, for the two NORPE I took the model SVABA 150 NP
with 25.3 kWh/24h and for the GLOBALIGHT I chose the SVABALIGHT 200P with 23.2 kWh/24h. And
finally to replace the two double doors industrial refrigerators in the patisserie I chose the model
STOCK 140P with 7.2 kWh/24h.

E [Wh ] = PowerCABINET FOR

24 h

× NumberCABINET × Working days

year
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The heating process (data from the measurement tool)
The treatment of the data from the measurement tool:
For the ovens:
The following table represents the data from the software for the bakery oven numbers one
Enhet
kW

Benämning
Effekt

Average
5,01

Min
0,00

Max
53,51

'Energy kWh'
659,68

Table 17: Data from the measurement tools for bakery oven one

These tools permitted to have the consumption in kWh for the five days as we can see on
the previous graph. Unfortunately I only had these values and not the detailed measures. The
problem is that this value includes the days of the week and also the days of the week end. I finally
assumed that the days of the week and of the week end were the same. So I divided this measured
consumption per 5 (the duration of the measure) to obtain a daily consumption. To finish I
multiplied the daily consumption per the number of open days of the supermarket and the have the
annual consumption.

E=

659.68
× 364 = 48024 kWh
5

The following table represents the data from the software for the bakery oven numbers two:

Färg

Enhet
kW

Benämning
Effekt

Average
5,68

Min
1,62

Max
53,58

'Energy kWh'
748,15

Table 18: Data from the measurement tools for bakery oven two

The following table represents the data from the software for the butchery grill:

Enhet
kW

Benämning
Effekt

Average
2,53

Min
0,00

Max
35,72

'Energy kWh'
332,61

Table 19: Data from the measurement tools for butchery grill

The following table represents the data from the software for an oven in the butchery:

Enhet
kW

Benämning
Effekt

Average
0,35

Table 20: Data from the measurement tools for butchery oven

Min
0,00

Max
16,98

'Energy kWh'
46,01
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A.2. The support process
Lighting and equipment process

Table 21: Annual electrical consumption for the lighting process

To calculate the electricity consumed per the light process I searched the power of each
light. After that I calculated the working hours per year of each light. I separated the sales area and
office. The shop is open every day excepted the 25th of December for Christmas. 5days per years the
shop close at 6.30pm but for the rest of the year the shop is open from 5am to 10pm. The result is
that the lights of the sales area and of the laboratories are on 6170.5 hours per year. For the office,
the workers are not here the weekend and not here for Christmas and the presence of the workers
is between 8am to 5pm. Finally I found 2151 working hours for the lights of the office.

For the light using bulbs or halogen light the calculation was simply to multiply the power of
the bulb per the number of this kind of light per the number of working hours per year.

E [Wh ] = PowerBULB × NumberLIGHTS × Working hours

year

For the neon lights, we have to take exactly the same parameters than previously but it is
also necessary to multiply it by 10% to take into account the consumption of the condenser installed
on the neon lamps. So finally the calculation is:

E [Wh ] = PowerNEON TUBE × NumberNEON TUBES × Working hours

year

× 1 .1

The neon lights in the previous table are THORN INDUS XS 249 BRED, THORN PE mono neon
lights and THORN Line B.
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The heat recovering system

We can now calculate the amount of heat recovered from the cooling and freezing plant. To
do it I used a software that I downloaded on the website www.bitzer.de. It permits to calculate the
heat that each compressor needs to reject for the condensation of its refrigerant.

1
8
2

9

3
4

10
5

6
7

Figure 40: Explication of the software Bitzer

For this example of the utilization of the software I chose to present one compressor of the
positive cooling plant. First all the working parameters have to be inputted:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

The refrigerant, in this case R404A.
The type of compressor, I already said it was 6F-40.2Y.
The evaporating temperature, here -14°C.
Condensing temperature, -34.5°C.
Difference of temperature with the installation of a sub-cooler, here 0°C because
there is not any sub-cooler installed.
Temperature of the refrigerant at the aspiration of the compressor, -2°C.
Electrical alimentation (tension and frequency).

After that we run the software and everything will automatically be calculated:
8
9
10

The frigorific power of the compressor, in this case 72.3 kW.
The amount of electricity absorbed by the electrical engine of the compressor, 29.5
kW.
The amount of energy released during the condensation of the refrigerant through
the condenser, for this situation, 101.9 kW.
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The value number 10 is the one that we will need for the calculation of the heat recovered
with the condenser. I explained already that only 22.5% of this condensing capacity can be used for
space heating.

For each compressor we will take the 20% of its condensing capacity and multiply it by the
number of working hours of the compressor during one year. The problem is that we only recover
the heat in winter. The repartition of the use of the cooling plant is equal between winter and
summer. We assumed for the calculation that winter only represent 40% of the working time of the
cooling plants. So the calculation will be:

E re cov ered = CONDENSING CAPACITY × 0.2 × working hours × 0.4 × 0.9 × 0.9 × 0.9

It represents the amount of heat recovered during winter by one compressor. As you can
see it also includes the efficiencies of the three plate exchangers on the space heating loop as you
will see later in this appendix.

Table 22: Heat recovering details

The domestic hot tap water

Enhet
kW

Benämning
Effekt

Average
7,89

Min
0,00

Max
16,24

'Energy kWh'
1 039,27

Table 23: Data from the measurement tools for the hot tap water system

For the hot tap water, the calculations are exactly the same:
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E=

1039
× 364 = 75639 kWh
5

Table 24: Annual electrical consumption for the domestic hot tap water plant
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Appendix B: Energy saving
Installation of floating HP + sub-cooler

Table 25: Electricity saved for the cooling and freezing process for one year

We still respect the assumption done at the beginning saying that 40% of the hours worked
in the year are worked during the cold season and the other 60% during the hot season.
We can now calculate the total cold production for one year:
For the current installation:

PFrigorific

for one year

=

compressor

1.4

compressor

1.1

∑ (total hours worked in one year × 72.3) = 1623.2 MWh

For the new installation:

PFrigorific

for one year

=

compressor

1.4

compressor

1.1

∑ (hours worked in one year × 0.4 × 74.3)
+

compressor

1.4

compressor

1.1

∑ (hours worked in one year × 0.6 × 87.7) = 1848.7 MWh
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If we do the difference of these two values we obtain 225.4 MWh of difference. But this is
the frigorific power.

We can calculate the electrical equivalent for this 225.4 MWh. The software permits to
simulate the value of the COP of the compressor. For the second case of the new installation (subcooler and floating HP) the COP is 3.32.

E saved =

Frigorific power 225.4
=
= 67.9 MWh
COP
3.32
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Appendix C: Draws
The technical installations
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Draw of the building

